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SUMMARY

The multi-domain deubiquitinase USP15 regulates
diverse eukaryotic processes and has been impli-
cated in numerous diseases. We developed ubiquitin
variants (UbVs) that targeted either the catalytic
domain or each of three adaptor domains in USP15,
including the N-terminal DUSP domain. We also
designed a linear dimer (diUbV), which targeted
the DUSP and catalytic domains, and exhibited
enhanced specificity and more potent inhibition of
catalytic activity than either UbV alone. In cells, the
UbVs inhibited the deubiquitination of two USP15
substrates, SMURF2 and TRIM25, and the diUbV in-
hibited the effects of USP15 on the transforming
growth factor b pathway. Structural analyses re-
vealed that three distinct UbVs bound to the catalytic
domain and locked the active site in a closed, inactive
conformation, and one UbV formed an unusual
strand-swapped dimer and bound two DUSP do-
mains simultaneously. These inhibitors will enable
the study of USP15 function in oncology, neurology,
immunology, and inflammation.

INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitination is a reversible post-translational modification that

targets proteins for degradation and regulates their activity and

localization (Grabbe et al., 2011). Monoubiquitin or polyubiquitin

chains are appended to substrates by E1/E2/E3 ligases, and
590 Structure 27, 590–605, April 2, 2019 ª 2019 Elsevier Ltd.
may subsequently be removed by deubiquitinases (DUBs) to

reverse signals or stabilize proteins (Clague et al., 2013). As

knowledge has accumulated regarding the structure, function,

and biology of DUBs (Clague et al., 2012; Heideker and Wertz,

2015), it has become apparent that each DUB plays a distinct

role in the regulation of different components in cell biology

and signaling (Darling et al., 2017; Kumari et al., 2017; Lim

et al., 2016; Pinto-Fernandez and Kessler, 2016).

USP15 is a widely expressed DUB that regulates multiple

diverse cellular processes (Fielding et al., 2018). Copy-number

gains of the USP15 gene have been reported in glioblastoma,

and breast and ovarian cancers (Eichhorn et al., 2012), whereas

copy-number losses have been identified in pancreatic cancer

(Srihari and Ragan, 2013). Proposed substrates for USP15

include numerous cancer-associated proteins in various

signaling pathways, such as the human papilloma virus E6 onco-

protein (Vos et al., 2009), adenomatosis polyposis coli tumor

suppressor (Huang et al., 2009), nuclear factor of k light polypep-

tide gene enhancer in B cells inhibitor a (Schweitzer et al., 2007),

the transforming growth factor b (TGF-b) receptor (TbR) (Eich-

horn et al., 2012) and its receptor-regulated SMAD effectors

(Inui et al., 2011), p53 (Liu et al., 2017), human homolog of mouse

double minute 2 (Zou et al., 2014), and the ubiquitin (Ub) E3

ligase BRCA1-associated protein associated with the Ras-

MAPK signaling cascade (Hayes et al., 2012). Recently, USP15

has also been shown to play an important regulatory role in the

immune system, including modulation of the inflammatory

response, and Usp15�/� mice display altered activity of leuko-

cytes in models of infectious and inflammatory diseases (Torre

et al., 2017).

These diverse substrates and biological functions for USP15

suggest that its cellular activity must be tightly regulated and

directed. Although USP15 predominantly localizes to the
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Figure 1. Domain Architecture and Catalytic Activity of USP15 and USP4

(A) Schematic representation of human USP15 with demarcation of structured domains. The USP15 protein fragments and nomenclature used in this study are

shown below the schematic with the residue numbers of the boundaries indicated. Dots indicate deletions within a fragment.

(B) The structure of the D1D2 domain of USP15 (PDB: 6GHA) is shown as a ribbonwith D1 andD2 colored blue or purple, respectively, and the chelated Zn2+ ion is

shown as a green sphere.

(C) Catalytic rate constants for the hydrolysis of Ub-AMC by USP15 FL, USP15 fragments, and USP4 CD. Values were determined from Michaelis-Menten plots

and errors represent the SD of three independent experiments.

See also Figure S1.
cytoplasm (Urbé et al., 2012), it performs specific functions in the

nucleus (Long et al., 2014) and mitochondria (Cornelissen et al.,

2014). Mechanisms to control USP15 activity within cells are

suggested by evidence that USP15 is alternatively spliced (Ko-

tani et al., 2017) and can be ubiquitinated and phosphorylated

(Hayes et al., 2012; Olsen et al., 2010; Wagner et al., 2011).

Despite these insights, it remains unclear how the cell maintains

control over the diverse functions of USP15.

USP15 belongs to the Ub-specific protease (USP) family, the

largest DUB structural family containing �56 members in hu-

mans, and shares the same domain architecture and high

sequence similarity with two homologs, USP4 (57% similarity)

and USP11 (43% similarity) (Chou et al., 2017). In addition to

the catalytic domain, USP15 contains a DUSP domain (domain

present in Ub-specific proteases), which has no described

function and is found exclusively in USP proteins (Clague

et al., 2013), and two Ub-like (Ubl) domains, which share the

conserved b-grasp fold of Ub (Burroughs et al., 2007). The

DUSP domain and the first Ubl domain (Ubl-1) precede the

USP15 catalytic domain, which is composed of two lobes (D1

and D2) separated by a large insert (CD-insert) that contains

the second Ubl domain (Ubl-2) and a predicted unstructured

region (Figure 1A).
USP15 is expected to function similarly to the extensively

studied USP4. The structures of the USP15 and USP4 D1D2

domains resemble the papain-like fold of other USP catalytic

domains, consisting of an extended structure comprising three

regions—fingers, thumb, and palm—that together form the

Ub-binding pocket (Figure 1B) (Komander et al., 2009; Ward

et al., 2018). The catalytic cleft, which accommodates the C-ter-

minal tail of substrate Ub, is located between the palm and

thumb, whereas two Cys-X-X-Cys motifs, which coordinate a

zinc ion and stabilize a zinc-finger ribbon structure, are located

at the tips of the fingers (Tencer et al., 2016). The in vitro activity

of DUBs is often low, hinting at activation mechanisms imposed

by cellular context. Notably, the apo structures of USP15

and USP4 catalytic domains show that the substrate-binding

sites are occluded by the zinc-finger ribbons in a ‘‘closed-

hand’’ conformation, suggesting that conformational changes

are required for enzyme activity (Clerici et al., 2014; Ward

et al., 2018).

Although USP15 and other DUBs have attracted attention as

potential therapeutic targets, the development of selective

DUB inhibitors has been limited by insufficient understanding

of DUB biology, difficulties in establishing robust biochemical

assays for compound screening, limitations in cellular and in vivo
Structure 27, 590–605, April 2, 2019 591



models to assess DUB activity and inhibition, and the non-spe-

cific nature of most available small-molecule inhibitors (Harrigan

et al., 2018). Thus, alternative methods are needed to probe the

mechanisms and consequences of DUB inhibition, and we have

established an approach that uses engineered Ub variants

(UbVs) as modulators of DUBs, E3 ligases, and adaptor proteins

within the Ub proteasome system (UPS). The large, solvent-

accessible surface of Ub that mediates low-affinity interactions

with a variety of proteins is amenable to engineering, and

phage-displayed combinatorial libraries that diversify this sur-

face have yielded tight and selective UbVs to target many com-

ponents of the UPS (Gorelik et al., 2016).

Here we generated selective UbVs for each individual USP15

domain, including the catalytic domain, the DUSP domain, and

the two Ubl domains, and used biochemical and structural

studies to characterize USP15/UbV complexes. We also devel-

oped linear UbV dimers composed of UbVs targeting the

DUSP and catalytic domains, which further improved the po-

tency and specificity of USP15 inhibition. Despite exhibiting

some interaction with the close homolog USP4 (Vlasschaert

et al., 2015), optimized UbVs bound specifically to USP15 in cells

and inhibited its deubiquitinating activity toward its substrates

SMURF2 and TRIM25. Moreover, a UbV dimer inhibited the

effects of USP15 in the TGF-b pathway. Taken together, our

work demonstrates the versatility of the UbV technology and

provides powerful inhibitors to elucidate the intricacies of

USP15 function in both normal and disease biology.

RESULTS

Minimization of the USP15 Catalytic Domain
The USP15 and USP4 catalytic domains adopt occluded confor-

mations, and interactions with DUSP-Ubl-1 and the CD-insert

significantly affect activation (Ward et al., 2018; Clerici et al.,

2014). To gain insight into the structure and function of USP15,

we tested the catalytic activities of commercial full-length

USP15 (USP15 FL) produced in insect cells (Boston Biochem)

and USP15 protein fragments expressed recombinantly in

Escherichia coli (Figure 1A). We purified the following USP15

protein fragments: deletion of CD-insert (FLDinsert), deletion of

residues preceding the catalytic domain (CD), and deletion of

CD-insert and residues preceding the catalytic domain (D1D2).

Catalytic rate constants were determined bymeasuring catalytic

rates over a range of substrate concentrations and fitting the

data to the Michaelis-Menten equation (Figures 1C and S1).

The slope was determined from the linear phase of product

accumulation, which typically occurred 100 s after initiation of

the reaction, as described previously (Clerici et al., 2014). The

three fragments containing the catalytic domain retained cata-

lytic activity for a minimal fluorogenic substrate, Ub C-terminal

7-amido-4-methylcoumarin (Ub-AMC) (Dang et al., 1998). How-

ever, they were less active than USP15 FL and were compro-

mised in turnover (kcat) rather than substrate recognition (KM).

Notably, others have shown that recombinant USP15 FL purified

from E. coli is less active than USP15 FL purified from insect cells

(Clerici et al., 2014;Ward et al., 2018), suggesting that eukaryotic

expression might aid folding and modification of USP15 to

achieve full catalytic efficiency (Jarvis, 2009). We also purified

the USP4 catalytic domain (USP4 CD) and found that it exhibited
592 Structure 27, 590–605, April 2, 2019
significant catalytic activity comparable with that of USP15 CD

(Figures 1C and S1). Thus, we were able to purify recombinant

protein fragments of USP15 and USP4 that exhibited catalytic

activity and could be used to generate and characterize UbV

inhibitors.

Generation and Optimization of UbV Binders for USP15
We previously designed a UbV library (library 2) in which 29 posi-

tions on the Ub surface were subjected to a diversification strat-

egy that favored thewild-type sequence (soft randomization) and

four C-terminal positionswere diversified in a completely random

manner (hard randomization) (Ernst et al., 2013). Library 2 has

been used to develop tight and specific UbV binders for a variety

of UPS components, including DUBs (Ernst et al., 2013; Zhang

et al., 2017) and E3 ligases (Gabrielsen et al., 2017; Gorelik

et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016b). We analyzed the sequences

of UbVs characterized in these previous studies to aid the design

of a new library 4 (Figure 2A and Table S1). In library 4, we

targeted eight positions that formed a contiguous patch on the

surface and were mutated frequently in previous UbVs (Lys6,

Leu8, Thr9, Thr12, Thr66, His68, Val70, Leu71), and also the last

two residues (Gly75 and Gly76). In our previous studies of SCF

E3 ligases (Gorelik et al., 2016), we observed that the b1-b2

loop of UbVs could tolerate insertions that enhanced affinity

and specificity, so we allowed for the insertion of one, two, or

three residues between positions Leu8 and Thr9. Thus, the library

4 design involved hard randomization of 10–13 positions, and the

constructed library contained 2.5 3 1010 unique members.

We pooled libraries 2 and 4 and selected for UbVs that bound

to various USP15 protein fragments. Following selections, we

used phage ELISAs to identify clones that bound specifically to

particular proteins and used DNA sequencing to decode the

sequences of the UbVs (data not shown). Based on these ana-

lyses, we focused on one unique binder each for the DUSP

domain (UbV.15.D), the Ubl-1 domain (UbV.15.U1), and the

Ubl-2 domain (UbV.15.U2), and two unique binders for D1D2

(UbV.15.1 and 2) (Figure 2B). UbVs 15.D, 15.U1, and 15.U2

contained inserts in the b1-b2 loop and were thus derived from

library 4, whereas UbVs 15.1 and 15.2 did not contain inserts

in the b1-b2 loop and were derived from library 2. UbV proteins

were purified and tested for binding to various USP15 and

USP4 protein fragments (Figures 2B, S2, and S3). Wild-type

Ub (Ub.wt) did not exhibit appreciable binding to any of the pro-

tein fragments. As expected, UbV.15.D bound to USP15 DUSP

and FLDinsert with high affinity, but it did not bind to USP15

D1D2 or USP4 DUSP-Ubl-1. Also as expected, UbV.15.U1

bound to USP15 Ubl-1 and FLDinsert with similar affinities and

did not bind to USP15 D1D2, but it also bound to USP4 DUSP-

Ubl-1 with 3-fold lower affinity, suggesting that it recognized

the Ubl-1 domains of USP15 and USP4, which share 67%

sequence identity. UbV.15.U2 exhibited high specificity as it

only bound tightly to USP15 Ubl-2. Finally, UbVs 15.1 and 15.2

bound to USP15 D1D2 and FLDinsert, indicating that these

UbVs recognized the catalytic D1D2 domain. Taken together,

these results show that we were able to develop specific UbVs

that bound to each of the four known structured domains within

USP15 (DUSP, Ubl-1, Ubl-2, and D1D2).

As we aimed to develop inhibitors of USP15 catalytic activity,

we focused further optimization efforts on UbVs that bound to



Figure 2. UbVs Selected for Binding to USP15 Domains

(A) Designs of phage-displayed UbV libraries 4 (left), 4a (center), and 4b (right) mapped onto the Ub.wt structure (PDB: 1UBQ). The Ub.wt backbone is shown as a

gray tube, positions that were diversified are shown as spheres, and loop insertion points are shown by arrows. The spheres are colored red or green for positions

that were hard or soft randomized, respectively. Loop insertions were hard randomized with one, two, or three codons inserted between positions 8 and 9 in

library 4, and four, six, or eight codons inserted between positions 47 and 48 in library 4b.

(B) Sequence alignment of Ub.wt and UbVs, and EC50 values for binding to fragments of USP15 and USP4. The alignment shows only those positions that were

diversified in the UbV libraries, and dashes or dots indicate conservation or insertion relative to Ub.wt, respectively. EC50 values were determined by ELISA with

UbV proteins binding to immobilized USP proteins. In the column ‘‘USP15 domains,’’ the following domains are represented: a = DUSP, b = Ubl-1, c = Ubl-2.

Dashes indicate that assays were not performed.

See also Figures S2 and S3.
USP15 fragments containing the catalytic domain, reasoning

that these would be most likely to act as inhibitors. We chose

UbV.15.1 rather than UbV.15.2 for further optimization, because

its sequence was most divergent from Ub.wt and we reasoned

that it would be less likely to interact with other proteins that

interact with Ub.wt. To improve the affinity of UbV.15.1 for

USP15, we constructed library 4a, in which 26 positions that

are frequently buried at the interface between Ub.wt and the

Ub-binding sites of USPs were subjected to soft randomization

that favored the UbV.15.1 sequence, and the two C-terminal

positions were hard randomized (Figure 2A). Binding selections

and subsequent sequencing and binding analyses yielded three

UbVs (15.1a, 15.1b, and 15.1c) that bound to FLDinsert and

D1D2 much more tightly than did UbV.15.1 (Figure 2B). In addi-

tion to designed substitutions, the three UbVs contained a

homologous insertion between positions 46 and 47 of the

b3-b4 loop, whichwas not included in the library design. Notably,

the first three residues of these insertions also exhibited homol-

ogy to residues 47–49 of Ub.wt, suggesting that they may have

arisen through a DNA-duplication event. The fact that insertions

arose independently in three distinct UbVs suggested that

particular extensions of the b3-b4 loop may enhance affinity for

USP15. Thus, we designed library 4b based on the sequence

of UbV.15.1, in which 20 residues were soft randomized and
the two C-terminal positions were hard randomized. In addition,

hard randomized loops of 4, 6, or 8 residues were inserted be-

tween positions Ala46 and Gly47, which were also hard random-

ized (Figure 2A). Binding selections and subsequent analyses

yielded two UbVs (15.1d and 15.1e) with affinities for D1D2

improved 30- and 20-fold, respectively, relative to UbV.15.1 (Fig-

ure 2B). Compared with Ub.wt, the main differences in UbVs

15.1d and 15.1e were b3-b4 loop insertions of four or six resi-

dues, respectively, suggesting that extended b3-b4 loops were

mainly responsible for the dramatic enhancements in affinity

for USP15. Taken together, these results show that UbVs with

high affinity for the USP15 catalytic domain can be developed

by optimization of the Ub.wt surface and by engineering exten-

sions in the b3-b4 loop.

Assessment of UbV Activity In Vitro

To identify competitive inhibitors of USP15, we used an assay

with USP15 fragments that measured hydrolysis of Ub-AMC, a

substrate that binds directly to the Ub-binding sites of USP cat-

alytic domains (Table 1 and Figure S4) (Dang et al., 1998). As ex-

pected, the UbVs that bound to DUSP, Ubl-1, or Ubl-2 domains

did not affect Ub-AMC hydrolysis by USP15 FLDinsert (Fig-

ure S4A). In contrast, all of the UbVs that bound to D1D2 and

FLDinsert (Figure 2B) inhibited Ub-AMC hydrolysis by USP15
Structure 27, 590–605, April 2, 2019 593
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in a dose-dependent manner (Table 1). Notably, this assay

showed improvements in potency for all USP15 fragments in

going from the first-generation UbVs 15.1 and 15.2 (IC50 �50–

100 nM), to the second-generation UbVs 15.1a, 15.1b, and

15.1c (IC50 �10–30 nM), to the third-generation UbVs 15.1d

and 15.1e (IC50 �5–10 nM) (Table 1). Ub-AMC hydrolysis assays

also showed that, whereas the first-generation UbVs inhibited

USP4 very weakly, the second- and third-generation UbVs in-

hibited USP4 with potencies that were similar to those for

USP15 (Table 1). Taken together, these results confirm that we

were successful in developing UbVs that bound to the USP15

catalytic domain and inhibited activity, and although potency

could be improved by extension and optimization of the b3-b4

loop, these improvements came with a loss of discrimination

against the homolog USP4.

Construction and Characterization of Dimeric UbVs
As an alternative approach to generating potent and specific

inhibitors, we took advantage of the UbVs that we had on hand

for the various USP15 domains. We reasoned that dimeric

UbVs (diUbVs) that linked together two specific USP15 binders

recognizing distinct domains may maintain high specificity while

achieving higher potency due to avidity effects endowed by

simultaneous binding to two sites. We linked UbV.15.1, which

bound and inhibited USP15 with modest potency but did

not inhibit USP4 (Table 1), and UbV.15.D, which did not

inhibit USP15 but bound the USP15 DUSP domain with high

affinity (EC50 = 2 nM) and did not bind the USP4 DUSP-Ubl-1

fragment (Figure 2B). Fusion proteins in which UbV.15.1 and

UbV.15.D were connected by a flexible 16-residue linker

(GSGSGSGSGSGSGSGS), with UbV.15.1 at either the N-termi-

nal (diUbV.15.1/D) or C-terminal end (diUbV.15.D/1), inhibited

USP15 FLDinsert activity 5- or 10-fold more potently than

UbV.15.1 alone, respectively (Table 1 and Figure S4). Notably, in-

hibition of USP15 CD was �10-fold less efficient than inhibition

of FL or FLDinsert, suggesting that optimal inhibition by the

diUbVs requires binding to both CD and DUSP. Importantly,

the diUbVs were poor inhibitors of USP4, demonstrating that

the strategy achieved both potent and specific inhibition

of USP15.

Assessment of UbV Specificity
To assess and compare the strength and specificity of interac-

tions in a physiologically relevant context, we transiently ex-

pressed various FLAG-tagged UbVs and diUbVs in HEK293T

cells and analyzed the amounts of USP15 and USP4 associated

with each UbV by performing immunoprecipitation of the UbV

followed by mass spectrometry (IP-MS; Figures 3A and 3B).

Consistent with in vitro affinity and specificity profiles showing

higher potency but lower specificity (Table 1), the second-gener-

ation UbVs (15.1a, 15.1b, and 15.1c) precipitated more USP15

but also more USP4 than did the first generation UbVs (15.1

and 15.2). Somewhat unexpectedly, the third-generation UbVs

(15.1d and 15.1e) were less efficient than the second-generation

UbVs for co-precipitation of USP15, and also precipitated more

USP4 and additional USP proteins (USP19, UCHL2 and UCHL3;

Figure 3C). In contrast, both diUbVs were much more efficient at

co-precipitating USP15 than any single UbV, with diUbV.15.1/D

showing >100-fold better efficiency than either of the UbVs



Figure 3. Mass Spectrometry of Cellular Proteins Co-precipitated with UbVs

(A and B) Mass spectrometry peak intensity ratios are shown (y axis) for immunoprecipitated UbVs (x axis) and co-immunoprecipitated USP15 (A) or USP4 (B).

(C) Heatmap representation of the signal intensities for co-precipitated proteins which satisfied the criteria of exhibiting a fold change >10 comparedwith negative

control and not being a contaminant that interacted with anti-FLAG antibody (Mellacheruvu et al., 2013). The signal is calculated as the intensity ratio between the

interactor and the product of the UbV bait and USP15, and the interactors are ranked based on average intensities across experiments. Known USP15 physical

interactors based on Pathway Commons (Cerami et al., 2011) are shown in black and ubiquitin-related enzymes in red, and the full list of interactors can be found

in Table S2.
contained in the fusion (15.1 and 15.D), exhibiting good selec-

tivity for USP15 over USP4, and not precipitating any other

USPs (Figure 3C and Table 1). Together, the UbVs co-precipi-

tated a total of 167 proteins that satisfied the criteria of exhibiting

a fold change >10 compared with negative control and not being

a contaminant that interacted with anti-FLAG antibody (Mella-

cheruvu et al., 2013). Forty-eight of these 167 proteins were

known to interact with USP15 (Cerami et al., 2011), and 23 of

these were co-precipitated with the diUbVs (Table S2). Notably,

the normalized intensity signal for the diUbV interactors were

generally lower than those for the UbV interactors, and the

diUbVs did not show any high-signal interactors other than

USP15 (>�1 score cutoff, Figure 3C), suggesting that the diUbVs

are more specific than the monomeric UbVs.
In addition to USP15, five other DUBs from two structural

subfamilies (USP4, USP19, USP32, UCHL1, and UCHL3) were

co-precipitated with the various inhibitors, although co-precipi-

tation of these other DUBs was much less efficient with the

diUbVs compared with the UbVs. Thus, to further assess the

potency and selectivity of the UbVs, we performed in vitro activ-

ity assays for 11 human DUBs (Table 1), including three that co-

immunoprecipitated with UbVs (USP4, USP19, and UCHL1). The

results further confirmed the high specificity of the diUbVs and

first-generation UbVs 15.1 and 15.2, which only inhibited

USP15 and USP4. In contrast, the second- and third-generation

UbVs also exhibited appreciable inhibition of USP11 and USP19.

The results validated the IP-MS data, as none of the UbVs in-

hibited five USPs that were not identified by co-precipitation
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Figure 4. Biological Activity of UbVs in HEK293T Cells

(A–C) CAGA-Luc reporter assays. Cells were transfected with plasmids to express the CAGA-Luc reporter and either (A) shRNA targeting USP15 or shRNA

targeting the mouse-specific B subunit PR59 (Ctl), (B) USP15 or empty vector (Ctl), and (C) UbV,15.1a, diUbV.15.1/D or empty vector (Ctl). After 48 h, cells were

treated with TGF-b (2.5 ng/mL) for 16 h and the luciferase assay was performed. Data are mean ± SD (n = 3, **p < 0.05).

(D) Assessment of SMAD7mRNA levels. Cells were transfected with an empty vector (Ctl) or a vector expressing diUbV.15.1/D. After 48 h, cells were treated with

TGF-b (2.5 ng/mL) for 3 h. SMAD7 mRNA levels relative to GAPDH were determined by real-time qPCR. Data are mean ± SD (n = 3, *p < 0.05).

(legend continued on next page)
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(USP2, USP7, USP8, USP9x, andUSP28). Moreover, none of the

UbVs inhibited UCHL1, even though this DUB was co-precipi-

tated with some UbVs, suggesting that it may interact indirectly

with UbVs or that it may bind UbVs in a manner that does not

affect catalytic activity. Taken together, the IP-MS and in vitro

enzymatic assays show that optimization of monomeric UbVs

enhanced efficiency of interactions with USP15 but also exacer-

bated non-specific interactions, whereas coupling two specific

USP15 binders in a diUbV format enhanced affinity without

compromising specificity.

Effects of UbVs on USP15 Function in Cells
To assess the ability of UbVs to inhibit USP15 function in cells,

we analyzed the effects of UbV expression on a known pathway

involving USP15. USP15 targets several nodes in the TGF-b

pathway (Eichhorn et al., 2012; Inui et al., 2011; Iyengar et al.,

2015; Zhang et al., 2012), and we explored how UbVs affected

TGF-b signaling and intracellular components of the pathway.

As part of a negative feedback loop, SMAD7 is transcriptionally

induced by TGF-b and downregulates TGF-b signaling by re-

cruiting SMURF2 to the TGF-b receptor complex to facilitate

receptor ubiquitination and complex degradation (Yan et al.,

2009). USP15 forms a ternary complex with SMAD7 and

SMURF2, and upon recruitment to the TGF-b receptor complex

counteracts the inhibitory effects of SMURF2 by deubiquitinating

SMURF2 and its substrate TbR-I, resulting in TbR-I stabilization

(Iyengar et al., 2015).

Consistent with previous reports (Iyengar et al., 2015), knock-

down of USP15 with short hairpin RNA (shRNA) (Figure 4A) or

overexpression of USP15 (Figure 4B) markedly repressed or

enhanced, respectively, the activity of a TGF-b-responsive lucif-

erase reporter (CAGA-Luc) in HEK293T cells. Similarly, co-trans-

fection of HEK293T cells with a plasmid expressing a UbV along

with the CAGA-Luc reporter, in the presence of TGF-b, resulted

in 20% or 40% inhibition of luciferase activity for UbV.15.1a or

diUbV.15.1/D, respectively (Figure 4C). Also consistent with inhi-

bition of the TGF-b pathway, expression of diUbV.15.1/D

reduced levels of SMAD7 mRNA (Figure 4D), a gene that is

turned on in response to TGF-b signaling (Nakao et al., 1997).

To directly assess the effects of diUbV.15.1/D on SMURF2 ubiq-

uitination, we co-transfected HEK293T cells with expression

plasmids for Myc-tagged SMURF2, hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged

Ub.wt, and FLAG-tagged diUbV.15.1/D. As expected for inhibi-

tion of USP15, immunoprecipitation of SMURF2 followed by

immunoblotting for Ub revealed increased ubiquitination in the

presence of diUbV.15.1/D (Figure 4E). Also, consistent with

USP15 inhibition and consequent increase in SMURF2 activity,

levels of the SMURF2 substrate TbR-I were decreased in

HEK293T cells transfected with a plasmid expressing

diUbV.15.1/D (Figure 4F). We also examined the effects of
(E) Assessment of SMURF2 ubiquitination by western blotting. Cells were transf

glutinin (HA)-tagged Ub (HA-Ub), and diUbV.15.1/D. Whole-cell lysates (WCLs) we

probed with an anti-HA antibody to detect ubiquitinated SMURF2.

(F) Assessment of TbR-I levels by western blotting. Cells were transfected with a ve

a vector expressing FLAG-tagged diUbV.15.1/D, and treated overnight with TGF

(G) Assessment of TRIM25 ubiquitination by western blotting. Cells were transfec

Xpress-tagged wild-type USP15 (USP15) or a catalytically inactive USP15 mutan

UbV.15.1a. After 24 h, WCLs were subjected to immunoprecipitation with an ant
UbVs on the ubiquitination of the USP15 substrate TRIM25, a

potential oncogene in colorectal cancer (Sun et al., 2017) that

activates the TGF-b pathway by promoting phosphorylation of

SMAD2 and SMAD4. We co-transfected HEK293T cells with

expression plasmids encoding FLAG-tagged TRIM25, USP15,

and various FLAG-tagged UbVs, then used western blotting to

assessubiquitinationof immunoprecipitatedTRIM25 (Figure 4G).

As expected, exogenous expression of wild-type USP15 mark-

edly decreased the ubiquitination of TRIM25 compared with

that in HEK293T cells expressing empty plasmid (pcDNA3.1/

nFLAG) or a catalytically inactive USP15 mutant (C269A, Fig-

ure 4G). Confirming the potency of our USP15 inhibitors, overex-

pression of UbV.15.1a or diUbV.15.1/D significantly increased

TRIM25 ubiquitination to levels comparable with those of the

negative controls. Overall, these studies confirmed that UbVs,

and diUbV.15.1/D in particular, acted as strong inhibitors of

USP15 in cells as evidenced by increased ubiquitination of

USP15 substrates and inhibition of signaling through the TGF-b

pathway.

Crystal Structures of UbVs in Complex with USP15
Protein Fragments
To better understand the molecular basis for the binding and

inhibitory effects of the UbVs, we attempted to solve the crystal

structure of diUbV.1/D in complex with USP15 FLDinsert. How-

ever, wewere unsuccessful in obtaining crystals, likely due to the

flexibility of the diUbV.1/D linker and some regions of the USP15

protein. Thus, we adapted an alternative strategy aimed at

solving independently the structures of UbV.15.D in complex

with the DUSP domain and various UbVs in complex with the

D1D2 domain. We were successful in solving the UbV.15.D/

DUSP structure at 3.1-Å resolution (Table 2). In the case of

the D1D2 domain, we attempted to improve crystallization

by truncating putative flexible regions. Eventually, we con-

structed a version of the D1D2 domain that lacked the C-terminal

residues 934–981 (D1D2D1) and another version that also lacked

residues 780–863 (D1D2D2), and although we could not solve

the structure of UbV.15.1 in complex with any of the D1D2

proteins, we did solve the structure of UbV.15.2 in complex

with D1D2D1 and the structures of UbVs 15.1a and 15.1d in

complexwith D1D2D2 at 2.5-, 1.9-, and 2.0-Å resolution, respec-

tively (Table 2).

Molecular Interactions between the USP15 DUSP
Domain and UbV.15.D
The asymmetric unit of the UbV.15.D/DUSP complex contained

six DUSP molecules and six UbV molecules arranged as three

tetramers. Unexpectedly, the structure revealed that two

UbV.15.Dmonomers formastrand-swappeddimer that engages

two DUSP domains simultaneously (Figure 5A), and gel-filtration
ected with vectors expressing Myc-tagged SMURF2 (Myc-SMURF2), hemag-

re subjected to immunoprecipitation with an anti-Myc antibody and blots were

ctor expressing constitutively active TbR-I (TRICA) and an empty vector (Ctl) or

-b (2.5 ng/mL). WCL blots were probed with the indicated antibodies.

ted with vectors expressing FLAG-tagged TRIM25 (FLAG-TRIM25) and either

t (C269A), with or without plasmids expressing FLAG-tagged diUbV.15.1/D or

i-TRIM25 antibody and probed with the indicated antibodies.
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Table 2. Structure Data Collection and Refinement Statistics of Protein Complexes

USP15-DUSP/UbV.15.D USP15-D1D2/UbV.15.2 USP15-D1D2/UbV.15.1a USP15-D1D2/UbV.15.1d

PDB ID 6DJ9 6CRN 6ML1 6CPM

Data Collection

Beamline NECAT-24-ID-E NECAT-24-ID-C NECAT-24-ID-E Rigaku MicroMax007

Wavelength (Å) 0.97918 0.97920 0.97918 1.54178

Crystals Native Native Native Native

Unit cell parameters

Space group P63a P1 P21 P21

a, b, c (Å) 152.4,152.4,125.5 41.8,98.9,122.0 42.8, 115.3, 95.3 42.6,115.1,95.7

a, b, g (�) 90, 90,120 66.5,88.3,78.1 90, 91.9, 90 90, 92.5, 90

Resolution (Å) 90.9–2.93 (3.09–2.93) 111.7–2.11 (2.15–2.11) 95.3–1.90 (1.94–1.90) 50–2.01 (2.08–2.01)

Unique reflections 69,830 (10,150) 92,086 (3,149) 71,233 (3,864) 60,994 (6,036)

Completeness (%) 100 (100) 91.2 (63.5) 98.1 (81.6) 99.5 (99.0)

Rmerge 0.102 (1.463) 0.080 (0.826) 0.037 (0.317) 0.067 (0.507)

Overall I/sI 8.8 (1.2) 7.6 (0.8) 15.5 (2.9) 23.4 (3.0)

Multiplicity 5.3 (5.4) 2.1 (1.9) 3.9 (3.2) 3.7 (3.5)

Wilson B factor 90.34 31.00 24.86 25.67

Refinement

Resolution (Å) 90.9–3.10 111.7–2.50 49.3–1.90 38.2–2.01

Rwork/Rfree 0.253/0.267 0.188/0.236 0.189/0.0220 0.167/0.212

RMSD bond length (Å) 0.003 0.008 0.007 0.007

RMSD bond angle (�) 0.65 1.25 0.82 087

No. of protein atoms 9,759 13,135 6,468 6,691

No. of water atoms 0 317 393 534

B-factor average 112.0 52.3 37.0 32.8

B-factor protein 112.0 52.5 36.6 32.3

Ramachandran statistics (MolProbity)

Preferred (%) 86.2 97.4 98.3 98.9

Allowed (%) 13.8 2.4 1.7 1.1

Disallowed (%) 0 0.2 0 0

Clashscore 16.0 8.81 2.27 3.16

Values in parentheses represent highest-resolution shell.
aData were processed as P3, and refined in P63.
chromatography suggested that the free UbV.15.D exists as a

dimer in solution (Figure S5). Although the overall fold of

UbV.15.D is very similar to that of Ub.wt (root-mean-square devi-

ation [RMSD] = 0.84 Å, using 72 a atoms, Figure S6A), the b1

strand of the UbV is flipped 180� from the core of the molecule

such that it interacts with a second UbV0 and its place in the

UbV structure is taken by the b10 strand. Consequently, an inter-

molecular, anti-parallel b sheet is formed by b1-b2 interacting

with b10-b20, and this surface forms a groove that cradles the

DUSP domains. This configuration may in part explain the high

affinity of the interaction and the improved potency of the diUbV

inhibitors compared with UbV.15.1, as bivalent avidity effects

typically enhance apparent affinities. A similar dimeric arrange-

ment was observed previously in the structure of a different

UbV (UbV.XRD) in complex with a RING E3 ligase, and in that

case dimerization of the UbV was constitutive and required for

activation of the ligase (Gabrielsen et al., 2017). In contrast to

the angle of 180� between the two UbVs in the UbV.XRD dimer,

the monomers in the UbV.15.D dimer bend about 10� downward
598 Structure 27, 590–605, April 2, 2019
to engage the target (Figure S6B). UbV.15.D andUbV.XRDdo not

share any common substitutions relative to Ub.wt and differ in 21

positions that aremostly located in the strand-exchanged dimer-

ization region (Figure S6C), but nonetheless bothUbVdimers use

similar surfaces to recognize their respective binding partners

(Figure S6D).

The DUSP structure, which is composed of a three-strand

anti-parallel b sheet supported by a bundle of three a helices,

is nearly identical to a previous structure of the USP4 DUSP

domain (RMSD = 1.24 Å, for 110 a atoms, Figure S6E) (de

Jong et al., 2006). The two DUSP domains use nearly identical

surfaces to interact with the UbV.15.D dimer, which are different

from the surface used by the USP15 DUSP domain to bind the

spliceosome recruiting factor SART3 (Figure S6F) (Zhang et al.,

2016a). Here we describe the interactions between DUSP (rather

than DUSP0) and the UbV.15.D dimer, which result in the burial of

821 and 1,696 Å2 of surface area, respectively (Figure 5B). On the

UbV side, roughly half of the structural epitope (799 Å2) is

contributed by residues that are substituted relative to Ub.wt



Figure 5. Structure of UbV.15.D Dimer in Complex with USP15 DUSP Domains

(A) Ribbon representation of the crystal structure of a strand-swapped UbV.15.D dimer in complex with two DUSP domains. DUSP andDUSP0 are colored orange

and pink, respectively. The UbV.15.D dimer is formed by a b1-strand swap between UbV.15.D (green) and UbV.15.D0 (blue), which results in the formation of an

intermolecular b sheet formed by the b1-b2 strand (light green) and the b10-b20 strand (light blue).

(B) Open-book view of the complex with the UbV.15.D dimer (left) and the DUSPmonomer (right). The proteins are shown asmolecular surfaces with non-contact

residues colored gray. Residues on UbV.15.D that are substituted or conserved relative to Ub.wt, and residues on the DUSP domain that contact substituted or

conserved residues on UbV.15.D, are colored red or yellow, respectively.

(C–E) Close-up views of the molecular interactions between the UbV.15.D dimer and the DUSP domain N-terminal region (C) and a2-b2 loop region (D and E).

(F) Superposition of DUSP structures of USP4 (gray; PDB: 5CRT) and USP15 bound to UbV.15.D. In (C) to (F) the main chains are shown as ribbons and side

chains are shown as sticks colored as in (A). DUSP residues are numbered according to the USP15 PDB numbering, whereas UbV residues are numbered

according to alignment with the sequence of Ub.wt.
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Figure 6. Comparison of Structures of

USP15 D1D2 in Complex with UbVs and

Other USPs

(A–D) Superposition of structures of: (A) USP15

D1D2 in complex with UbV.15.2 (green), UbV.15.1a

(pink), or UbV.15.1d (blue); (B) USP15 D1D2 from

the complex with UbV.15.1a (pink), apo USP4

D1D2 (yellow, PDB: 2Y6E), and apo USP15 D1D2

(orange, PDB: 6GHA); (C) USP15 D1D2 in complex

with UbV.15.1a (pink) and USP21 in complex with

UbV.21.4 (gray, PDB: 3MTN); (D) USP15 D1D2 in

complex with UbV.15.1a (pink) and USP21 in

complex with Ub.wt (red, PDB: 2Y5B).
and form a contiguous patch in the center of the epitope. The

DUSP epitope can be divided into two regions. The first region

consists of four residues in the N-terminal region (Ala6*, Asp8*,

Leu9*, Asp10*; DUSP residues are denoted by asterisks) that

pack against Gly47 and Lys48 on the first UbV.15.D monomer,

facilitating a hydrogen bond between the side chain of Lys48

and the main chain of Ala6* and long-range electrostatic interac-

tions with the side chains of Asp8*and Asp10* (Figure 5C). The

second region, contained within the DUSP b1-b2 loop (residues

49*–57*), makes hydrophobic and polar contacts with the UbV

dimer. The main chain of Ser49*, Trp50*, and Tyr53* and the side

chain of Tyr53* form a hydrogen-bond network with the side

chains of Ser6 and Arg42 in UbV.15.D and the main chain of

Lys11
0
and the side chain of Gln68

0
on UbV.15.D0 (Figure 5D),

and Lys52*, Met55*, Gly56*, and Asp57* pack against Arg42, Ile44,

His70, Arg72, Leu73, and Trp8a0 (Figure 5E).

The structure also explains the specificity of UbV.15.D (Fig-

ure 2B), as the DUSP domains of USP15 and USP4 differ at

four positions (6*, 9*, 52*, and 55*), and these differences are

likely to compromise complementarity at the interface in the

case of USP4 compared with USP15 (Figure 5F). Superposition

of the structure of the DUSP domain of USP4 with that of USP15

in complex with UbV.15.D shows differences in the N-terminal

regions of the DUSP domains that could affect the hydrogen-

bond interaction between the Lys49 side chain of the UbV and

the carboxyl group of residue 6*, which is Ala or Arg in USP15

or USP4, respectively. In addition, residues 9* and 55*, which

are Leu or Ala, and Met or Val in USP15 or USP4, respectively,

form a smaller hydrophobic patch in USP4 compared with

USP15, which would likely reduce favorable packing with Ile44
600 Structure 27, 590–605, April 2, 2019
and His70 of UbV.15.D. Finally, residue

52* is Lys or Met in USP15 or USP4,

respectively, and this may compromise

the ability of USP4 to form hydrogen-

bond interactions with the Gln68 side

chain of UbV.15.D.

Molecular Interactions between
USP15 D1D2 and UbVs 15.2, 15.1a,
and 15.1d
The structures of UbVs 15.2, 15.1a, and

15.1d in complex with USP15 D1D2

all showed similar binding modes and

conformations (pairwise RMSD = 0.70–

0.90 Å, for 378–389 a atoms), with the
UbVs binding to the occluded ‘‘closed-hand’’ conformation of

USP15 D1D2 (Figure 6A). Superposition of a representative

USP15 D1D2 structure (from the complex with UbV.15.1a) with

the structure of free USP15 D1D2 (Ward et al., 2018) or USP4

D1D2 (Clerici et al., 2014) showed high similarity (RMSD = 0.82

or 0.61 Å, respectively, for 308 a atoms, Figure 6B). Super-

position of the structure of UbV.15.1a in complex with USP15

D1D2 with that of UbV.21.4 in complex with USP21 (Ernst

et al., 2013), an example of a UbV inhibitor bound to a USP in

an active conformation, revealed very significant differences in

the positions of the UbVs (Figure 6C). In particular, whereas

UbV.21.4 is nested deep within the Ub-binding site of USP21

in amanner nearly identical to that of substrate Ub.wt (Figure 6D)

(Ernst et al., 2013), UbV.15.1a sits on top of the closed Ub-bind-

ing site of USP15 D1D2. Taken together, these results show that

UbVs 15.2, 15.1a, and 15.1d bind to the closed form of USP15

D1D2 and likely act as inhibitors by stabilizing this inactive

conformation and blocking access of substrate Ub to the active

site.

The interface between UbV.15.2 and USP15 D1D2 is of mod-

erate size, with 703 and 751 Å2 buried on UbV.15.2 and USP15,

respectively, and each epitope is composed of two non-contig-

uous patches (Figure 7A). UbVs 15.1a and 15.1d make contacts

similar to those made by UbV.15.2, but their extended b3-b4

loops form additional contacts and form larger and more contig-

uous interfaces with burial of significantly more surface area:

1,184 and 1,070 Å2 for UbV.15.1a and D1D2, respectively (Fig-

ure 7B), and 916 and 879 Å2 for UbV.15.1d and D1D2, respec-

tively (Figure 7C). Although UbV.15.2 contains six substitutions

relative to Ub.wt, only two of these (Phe12 and Tyr64) interact



(legend on next page)
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with D1D2, and together with four conserved residues (Phe4,

Lys6, Thr66, and His68), form a patch (patch 1) that packs against

the zinc-finger region of USP15 (Figure 7D). Notably, Phe12 and

Tyr64 form favorable interactions with Pro806*and His815*, or with

Tyr808* and Pro810*, respectively, which would not be achieved

by the smaller and more hydrophilic Thr12 and Glu64 residues

of Ub.wt. A second interaction patch (patch 2) is formed by eight

UbV.15.2 residues, which are conserved with Ub.wt and interact

with seven residues of D1D2 (Figure 7E).

UbV.15.1a makes contacts with D1D2 regions similar to those

engaged by UbV.15.2, but these are augmented by additional

contacts made by the extended b3-b4 loop (Figure 7B). The

Leu46d side chain at the tip of the b3-b4 loop packs against a

hydrophobic cluster consisting of Phe442*, Tyr463*, Thr465*, and

Phe795*, and the Tyr46g side chain packs against the aromatic

side chains of Phe373* and Phe387* and forms a hydrogen bond

with the side chain of Gln372* (Figure 7F). UbV.15.1d also aug-

ments interactions that resemble those of UbV.15.2 with interac-

tionsmediated by its extended b3-b4 loop, but these differ signif-

icantly from those of UbV.15.1a. At the tip of the b3-b4 loop,

Trp46c packs against Pro460* and a cluster of three His side

chains (His393*, His426*, and His460*), and Thr46b packs against

Phe442* and Asp459* and forms a hydrogen bond with the

Pro460* main chain (Figure 7G).

USP15 D1D2 differs from USP4 at four positions that interact

with UbV.15.2 (405*, 406*, 803*, and 804*), and thus interactions

involving some of these positions likely explain the specificity of

UbV.15.2 for USP15 over USP4 (Figure 7A). Superposition of the

structure of USP4 D1D2 with that of USP15 D1D2 in complex

with UbV.15.2 shows conformational differences in the region

containing residues 405* and 406* that could affect hydrogen-

bond interactions with Gln62 of UbV.15.2 (Figure 7H). Similarly,

significant conformational differences in the zinc-finger region

affect residues 803* and 804*, which are Ala or Glu, and Glu

or His in USP15 or USP4, respectively (Figure 7I). Specifically,

differences in the main-chain conformation place Glu804* of

USP15 away from the interface with UbV.15.2, whereas docking

of the superposed USP4 structure suggests that His804* of USP4

would clash sterically with Lys6 and His68 of UbV.15.2, and

Pro806* of USP4 would not be able to pack against Lys6 of

UbV.15.2. However, since our structure of USP15 D1D2 is in

complex with UbV.15.2, whereas the reported structure of

USP4 D1D2 is unbound, it is not clear whether these conforma-

tional differences are intrinsic or caused by UbV.15.2 binding.

Regardless, despite having larger interfaces, UbVs 15.1a and

15.1d do not interact as significantly with Glu804* and the sur-

rounding region of USP15, but instead make more extensive

contacts with regions of USP15 that are conserved with USP4
Figure 7. Molecular Interactions between USP15 D1D2 and UbVs

(A–C) Open-book views of the USP15 D1D2 domain (bottom) in complex with (A

molecular surfaces with non-contact residues colored gray. Residues on USP15 t

contact conserved or different residues on USP15, are colored yellow or red, res

(D–G) Close-up views of the molecular interactions of USP15 with (D) patch 1 of U

b3-b4 loop of UbV.15.1d.

(H and I) Close-up views of the superposition of D1D2 structures of USP4 and USP

ribbons and side chains are shown as sticks. USP15 is colored gray, USP4 is colo

respectively. USP15 and USP4 residues are numbered according to the USP15 P

with the sequence of Ub.wt (see Figure 2).
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(Figures 7B and 7C). Taken together, these structural compari-

sons suggest that the selectivity of UbV.15.2 for USP15 over

USP4may be due to interactions with the divergent USP position

804*. In contrast, UbVs 15.1a and 15.1d interact extensively with

regions of USP15 that are conserved with USP4 but not with

position 804*, and thus inhibit both USP15 and USP4 with high

potency (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

USP15 is a widely expressed DUB that regulates diverse cellular

processes and has been associated with cancer and other dis-

eases (Fielding et al., 2018). Understanding of USP15 biology

has been limited by insufficient knowledge of the molecular

mechanisms of its activity and regulation, and thus specific inhib-

itors of enzyme activity are needed to probe the consequences of

USP15 inhibition. However, designing small-molecule inhibitors

for USP15 and many other DUBs remains extremely challenging

because of their multi-domain nature and complex regulatory

mechanisms that affect catalytic activity (Harrigan et al., 2018).

We used a recently established phage display strategy (Ernst

et al., 2013) to engineer high-affinity UbVs that selectively bound

distinct regions of USP15, including the DUSP domain, the two

Ubl domains, and the catalytic domain. To improve potency of

inhibition, we diversified and extended the UbV b3-b4 loop to in-

crease interactions with the USP15 catalytic site. In addition, we

exploited the modularity of UbVs to develop dimeric diUbVs to

target the catalytic and DUSP domains simultaneously. The

diUbVs proved to be potent and specific inhibitors of USP15 in

cells, where they affected the activity of USP15 substrates and

modulated the TGF-b pathway. Due to structural similarity and

functional overlap between USP15 and USP4 (Vlasschaert

et al., 2015), we cannot completely rule out inhibition of USP4

by the UbVs. However, UbVs that target both enzymes may

also prove useful to explore consequences of inhibiting both en-

zymes simultaneously.

Structural and biochemical studies of USP15/UbV complexes

provided several important insights into the functions of USP15

and UbV inhibitors. First, we observed that UbVs bound on top

of the occluded Ub-binding site of the USP15 catalytic domain,

and thus inhibited the enzyme by reinforcing the closed, inactive

conformation observed in the apo structures of the catalytic

domains of USP15 (Ward et al., 2018) and USP4 (Clerici et al.,

2014). Second, the extended b3-b4 loops of UbVs made

additional contacts with the USP15 catalytic domain, which

enhanced affinity but compromised specificity relative to USP4.

Third, an unexpected b1-strand swap caused UbV.15.D to form

an unusual dimer that provided a new binding surface that could
) UbV.15.2, (B) UbV.15.1a, or (C) UbV.15.1d (top). The proteins are shown as

hat are conserved or different compared with USP4, and residues on UbVs that

pectively.

bV.15.2, (E) patch 2 of UbV.15.2, (F) the b3-b4 loop of UbV.15.1a, and (G) the

15 bound to UbV.15.2 on patch 2 (H) and patch 1 (I). Main chains are shown as

red yellow, and UbVs 15.2, 15.1a, and 15.1d are colored green, pink, and blue,

DB numbering, whereas UbV residues are numbered according to alignment



interact tightly and specifically with the USP15 DUSP domain.

Our results suggest that diUbVs likely interact simultaneously

with DUSP and catalytic domains, and the domain-swapped

dimer may facilitate simultaneous binding to two USP15 mole-

cules, thus generating avidity effects that could enhance affinity.

A powerful aspect of phage display technology is that libraries

can be improved in response to insights gained from the results

of selection experiments, functional analyses, and structural

information. Structures of the UbVs studied here will inform

designs for new libraries utilizing the b1-strand swap and exten-

sions in the b1-b2 and b3-b4 loops to develop more potent,

specific, and functionally diverse UbVs for targeting the myriad

components of the UPS. Moreover, the human proteome con-

tains numerous Ubl domains with a wide range of sequence

and length diversity in the b1-b2 and b3-b4 loop regions (van

der Veen and Ploegh, 2012), and it is intriguing to speculate

that some Ubl domains may be naturally predisposed to form

dimers through a b1-strand swap or may utilize divergent loops

to interact with and regulate DUBs and other UPS enzymes.

In summary, by applying a pipeline encompassing phage

display, enzymology, structural analysis, and cell-based assays,

we developed potent and specific UbV inhibitors for the complex

DUB USP15. Our work yielded the most potent and selective

intracellular inhibitors of USP15 reported thus far, and the results

demonstrated the power and versatility of the UbV engineering

platform. We anticipate that these UbVs will be useful tools for

studying the many signaling pathways associated with USP15

and for facilitating the development of therapeutic drugs.
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pCMV-FLAG-USP15 MRC Unit at the University of Dundee DU42487

pEF-TRIM25-FLAG J.U. Jung (University of Southern

California)

N/A

Software and Algorithms

PEAKS software version 8.5 Bioinformatics Solutions Incorporated N/A

PyMOL Schrödinger, LLC http://www.pymol.org/

Discovery Studio Biovia https://www.3dsbiovia.com/

PHENIX crystallography suite Zwart et al. (2008) https://www.phenix-online.org/

HKL2000 Otwinowski and Minor (1997) http://www.hkl-xray.com/hkl-3000

PHASER McCoy et al. (2007) http://www.phaser.cimr.cam.ac.uk/

MOLPROBITY Chen et al. (2010) http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu/

COOT Emsley and Cowtan (2004) http://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/

Personal/pemsley/coot/

Prism 8 GraphPad Software https://www.graphpad.com/

Swiss-Modeller Biasini et al. (2014) https://swissmodel.expasy.org/
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for reagents may be directed to, and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact Sachdev S. Sidhu

(sachdev.sidhu@utoronto.ca).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Recombinant Proteins
All recombinant proteins used for in vitro studies were expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells (NEB) and they were grown at 37�C in

Luria Bertani to an OD600 of 0.6–0.8 and induced with 0.2 mM isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) at 18–20�C overnight.

Cell Culture
For each cell biology experiment, HEK293T cells were transiently transfected with expression plasmids and grown as described in

Method Details.

METHOD DETAILS

Library Construction
Phage-displayed libraries were constructed using a phagemid and methods described previously (Ernst et al., 2013). Hard random-

ization was achieved by using NNK (K = G/T) degenerate codons that contain 32 codons encoding for 20 amino acids, and soft

randomization was achieved by allowing 70% of the wild-type base and 10% each of the other three bases at every nucleotide po-

sition of mutagenized codons. The libraries were constructed using site-directed mutagenesis by simultaneously targeting two or

three regions of Ub with varying combinations of degenerate oligonucleotides (Ernst et al., 2013), and the oligonucleotide design

and combinations are described in Table S1. Libraries 4, 4a and 4b contained 2.5 x 1010, 5 x 109 and 3 x 109 unique members,

respectively.
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Protein Expression and Purification
USP15 and USP4 protein fragments were expressed as fusions to the C-terminus of the hexa-His-tagged glutathione S-transferase

(GST) using an in-house IPTG-inducible plasmid (pHH0103)(Teyra et al., 2017). PCR amplified DNA fragments encoding the indicated

UbVs with an N-terminal FLAG epitope tag were cloned into the Gateway Entry vector pDONR221 (Thermo Fisher) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions and then transferred into theGateway Destination expression vector pET53 (His-tagged, Thermo Fisher).

Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) (NEB) harboring expression plasmids were grown in 2YT medium supplemented with 100 mg/ml

ampicillin with shaking at 200 rpm at 37�C to an OD600 �0.6. Protein expression was induced by addition of IPTG (isopropyl b-D-

1-thiogalactopyranoside, Bioshop) at mid-log phase to a final concentration of 1mM. After incubation overnight at 16�Cwith shaking,

cell pellets were collected by centrifugation (12,200 x g, 10 min) and lysed by sonication, and proteins were purified using

nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) Agarose resin (Qiagen 30250) at 4�C following themanufacturer’s instructions. The purity of eluted

fractions was determined by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis demonstrating a major band at the expected size. Protein concen-

trations were determined bymeasuring the absorption at 280 nm (Nanodrop 2000, Thermo Fisher). Eluted proteins were dialyzed into

50 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT and stored at 4�C or frozen at -80�C for further applications.

Phage-Displayed UbV Selections
The phage-displayed UbV libraries were independently selected against the different GST-tagged USP15 protein fragments. Phage

display selections were performed as described (Ernst et al., 2013), by cycling phage pools through rounds of binding selections with

purified USP15 protein fragments immobilized on 96-well Maxisorp plates (Thermo Fisher 12565135). To eliminate phage that bound

nonspecifically, input phage pools were first incubated on plates coated with GST (rounds 2–5). After five rounds, phage from indi-

vidual colonies were assessed for binding to immobilized proteins by phage ELISA (Persson et al., 2013), and clones that bound to

target protein but not to negative control proteins were subjected to DNA sequencing to decode the sequence of the displayed UbV

(Tonikian et al., 2007).

ELISAs to Evaluate Binding and Specificity
Proteins in study were immobilized on 384-well MaxiSorp plates (Thermo Fisher 12665347) by adding 30 mL of 1 mMproteins for over-

night incubation at 4�C. Phage and protein ELISAs against immobilized proteins was performed as described (Ernst et al., 2013).

Binding of phage was detected using anti-M13-HRP antibody (GE Healthcare 27942101) and binding of FLAG-tagged UbVs was

detected using anti-FLAG-HRP antibody (Sigma-Aldrich A8592). To measure the half maximal binding concentration (EC50) of

UbVs binding to the target protein, the concentration of UbVs or Ub.wt was typically varied from 0-1 mM (12 points, 1:2 dilution), while

the concentration of target proteins immobilized on the plate remained at 1 mM. EC50 values were calculated using the GraphPad

Prism software with the built-in equation formula (dose-response non-linear regression curve). Data were presented as the

mean ± SD (n = 3).

Enzyme Activity and Inhibition Assays
USP enzymatic activity and inhibition assays weremeasured at room temperature using the cleavage-sensitive fluorogenic substrate

Ub-AMC (Boston Biochem, U-550) or Ub-Rh110, as described (Ernst et al., 2013). Enzyme activity assays were performed in assay

buffer (50 mMPBS pH 7.4, 0.01% Tween 20, 10 mMDTT) containing 0.5 nM USP15 or 25 nMUSP4 constructs and serial dilutions of

Ub-AMC. The AMC fluorescence emission was monitored at 460 nm (excitation at 360 nm) for 30-60 min using a BioTek Synergy2

plate reader (BioTek Instruments). Duplicates of initial reaction velocity (nM/s) were determined at each substrate concentration by

determining the linear slope from plotting fluorescence signal versus time and converting to molarity by interpolating from a standard

curve of known AMC concentrations. Typically, the linear accumulation of the product started after the first 100 seconds of the

reaction. Velocity versus substrate concentration was plotted to determine the KM and Vmax values using GraphPad Prism with

the Michaelis–Menten equation, V0 = Vmax*[S]/( KM + [S]). The kcat value was obtained from the equation kcat = Vmax/[E]o, where

[E]o is the total enzyme concentration.

Enzyme inhibition assays were performed in assay buffer containing 1 mM substrate (Ub-Rh110 for full-length and Ub-AMC for

fragment proteins), serial dilutions of UbV, and a USP concentration ranging from 0.5 nM to 5 nM depending on how much enzyme

was needed to show linear activity in the first 10-15 minutes, except for USP4 CD where 25 nM was required. USP and UbV were

mixed in assay buffer and incubated for 10 min before the addition of the substrate. Proteolytic activity was measured for 30 min

in duplicates, and the initial reaction velocities (nM/s) were determined for each UbV concentration. Velocity versus UbV concentra-

tionwas plotted and fitted using theGraphPad Prism softwarewith the built-in equation formula (non-linear regression curve), and the

concentration of UbV that inhibits 50% of USP activity (IC50) was determined.

Protein Purification for Crystallization and Structure Determination
For crystallization experiments, a Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV) protease cleavage site was introduced between the 6x His-FLAG and the

UbV in the pET53-UbV plasmid, and between the His-GST and the USP15 construct in the pHH0103-USP15 plasmid. Competent

Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) cells (NEB) were transformed and grown in a 1 L culture, cells were lysed by sonication and clarified

by centrifugation in a manner similar to that described above. Proteins were purified on Ni-NTA resin, protein tags were cleaved

by overnight dialysis with in-house TEV protease 1:30 (wt/wt) into PBS at 4�C, and re-purified on Ni-NTA resin to remove His-tagged

TEV protease and other impurities. Resulting flow-through containing the USP15 fragment and UbV of interest were mixed and
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concentrated to approximately 10 mg/ml. UbV concentration was always higher than USP15 and the excess UbV was removed by

gel filtration on a Superdex 75 16/600 GL column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in a buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM

NaCl and 1 mM DTT. Fractions corresponding to the USP15/UbV complex, as determined from SDS-PAGE, were pooled together,

concentrated to 10-25 mg/ml and exchanged into a buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, and 1 mM DTT using

Amicon Ultra-4 filters (Millipore; UFC810024), flash-frozen in 100 ml aliquots in liquid Nitrogen, and stored at -80�C. Protein

concentrations were determined by measuring UV absorbance at 280 nm using NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Fisher).

Initial crystallization trials for USP15 D1D2D1 bound to UbV.15.2 and USP15 DUSP bound to UbV.15.D were performed using the

Mosquito LCP crystallization robot (TTP Labtech) using a number of commercial 96-well screens such as JCSG-Plus (Molecular

Dimensions), ProPlex HT-96 (Molecular Dimensions), PACT Premiere (Molecular Dimensions), SaltRX (Hampton Research) and

Protein Complex (Qiagen). The USP15 D1D2D1/UbV.15.2 complex (23 mg/ml) was crystallized in a liquor containing 25%

PEG3350, 200 mM Potassium Citrate tribasic and 100 mM MES pH 6.5. The USP15 D1D2D2/UbV.15.1a complex (9 mg/ml) was

crystallized in a liquor containing 16% PEG3350, 150 mM CaCl2 and 100 mM MES 6.5. The USP15 D1D2D2/UbV.15.1d complex

(12.8 mg/ml) was crystallized in the identical buffer as 15.1a except containing 150mMCaCl2. The USP15 DUSP/UbV.15.D complex

was crystallized in 16% PEG6K, 100 mM Sodium Citrate pH 5.0 and 100 mM Magnesium Chloride. Prior to data collection, drops

containing these crystals were equilibrated in equivalent crystallization liquor containing either 25-30% glycerol or ethylene glycol,

and then crystals were individually harvested and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Diffraction data were collected at beamline 24-ID-C or 24-ID-E (NE-CAT) at Argonne National Laboratories (Chicago), except for a

single crystal of USP15 D1D2D2/UbV.15.1d that was collected on an in-house X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku MicroMax 007 diffrac-

tometer, l=1.54 A, Rigaku RAXIS++ detector). All datasets were processed with either HKL2000 (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) or

MOSFLM (Battye et al., 2011), and were solved by molecular replacement using Phenix.Phaser (McCoy et al., 2007) within the

PHENIX crystallography suite (Zwart et al., 2008), and subsequent model refinement and water picking was performed either

automatically with Phenix.refine within the PHENIX crystallography suite or manually using the graphics program Coot (Emsley

and Cowtan, 2004). In addition, TLS parameters were generated from the complex coordinates and used during refinement

(Urzhumtsev et al., 2013). For the USP15 D1D2D1/UbV.15.2 complex, coordinates for the USP4 D1D2 domain structure (PDB entry:

2Y6E) and a model of UbV.15.2 generated with Swiss-Modeller (Biasini et al., 2014) were used as search models. For subsequent

structures the USP15 D1D2D1 and UbV.15.2 coordinates from this structure were used as search models. For the DUSP/

UbV.15.D complex, appropriate coordinates from a USP15 DUSP-Ubl-1 structure (PDB entry: 4A3O) and a Swiss-Model of

UbV.15.D were used as search models. For the USP15 DUSP/UbV.15.D complex structure, refinement with corrections for tNCS

and for the twinning operator (k,h,-l) were used in Phenix.refine, in which the crystal was treated as virtually merohedrally twinned

(twinning fraction of 0.49).

The final models were validated using MOLPROBITY (Chen et al., 2010). All final structures showed good geometry; virtually no

Ramachandran outliers and a good clash score (Table 2). However, general conformational mobility for the UbV was observed for

the final refinedmodels of the USP15/UbV structures, as observed by higher B-factors, weaker density and a significantly higher ratio

of RSRZ outliers. The USP15 catalytic domains showed poor electron density in the loop containing the catalytic cysteine, and for

USP15 D1D2 in complex with UbV.15.1a, the density for this cysteine residue and its neighbors was not modeled. This observation

agrees with the free structure of USP15 D1D2 (PDB ID: 6GHA), where the loop was modeled but with elevated B-factors that were

associated with conformational mobility (Ward et al., 2018). The structure of USP15 D1D2D1 in complex with UbV.15.1a also showed

additional density in one of the two USP15/UbV heterodimers in the asymmetric unit that was not present in the UbV.15.1d or

UbV.15.2 structures. This density could only be explained by a few residues from the Ubv N-terminal 6-His tag (chain G in the

PDB), and it is not clear whether this tag arose from incomplete cleavage with TEV during preparation of the UbV or retention of

the N-terminal TEV-cleaved tag during purification and preparation of the complex.

Plasmids for Mammalian Cell Experiments
For transient intracellular expression, genes encoding for FLAG-tagged UbVs were cloned into pcDNA3.1/nFLAG destination

plasmid using Gateway Technology (Invitrogen). The pcDNA3.1/nFLAG vector was obtained from the SPARC Biocentre (Hospital

for Sick Children, Toronto, Canada), and the pGL2-Firefly and pGL2-Renilla luciferase reporter vectors were gifts fromRene Bernards

(NKI, Amsterdam, Netherlands). Expression plasmids pcDNA3-HA-Ub, pcDNA-Xpress-His-USP15 and pRK-Myc-SMURF2 were

purchased from Addgene (plasmid IDs: 18712, 23216 and 13678, respectively), pCMV-FLAG-USP15 was purchased from the

MRC unit at the University of Dundee (DU42487), and pEF-TRIM25-FLAG plasmid was provided by J.U. Jung (Harvard Medical

School, University of Southern California Keck School ofMedicine). Xpress-USP15was used as a template to produceC269Amutant

by site-directed mutagenesis. The constitutively active TbR-I (TRICA) vector was a kind gift from Joan Seoane. The shRNA sequence

targeting USP15 (50-GGAACACCTTATTGATGAA-30) was cloned into pRetroSuper plasmid, and the shRNA targeting the mouse-

specific B subunit (PR59) used as a negative control was cloned into pRS plasmid.

Immunoprecipitation and Mass Spectrometry
For affinity purification coupled with mass spectrometry, HEK293T cells were transiently transfected with expression plasmids

containing FLAG-tagged UbVs, lysed in high salt buffer, subjected to immune-affinity purification using immobilized anti-FLAG

M2 affinity agarose beads (Sigma-Aldrich A2220), and digested with TPCK-trypsin (Thermo Fisher 20233), as described (Marcon

et al., 2015). The tryptic peptide samples were analyzed by liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) on
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an Orbitrap analyzer (Q-Exactive, Thermo Fisher), as described (Tong et al., 2017). Raw files acquired from the mass spectrometer

were processed using PEAKS software version 8.5 (Bioinformatics Solutions Incorporated) against the Uniprot Human Database

modified to include the UbV bait sequences. Label-free quantification (LFQ) values of each protein were exported from PEAKS

and a peptide between the FLAG-tag and the UbV (K.GQGPDPSTNSADITSLYK.K), which is common to all UbV proteins, was

used for the normalization of USP15 and USP4 expression.

Luciferase-Based TGF-b Reporter Assay
Luciferase assays were performed using the Dual luciferase system (Promega). HEK293T cells were transiently co-transfected with a

combination of plasmids encoding CAGA-Firefly luciferase (1.5 mg),Renilla luciferase (0.3 mg) and either USP15-shRNA (5 mg), FLAG-

tagged USP15 (1 mg), FLAG-tagged UbV.15.1a (1 mg), FLAG-tagged diUbV.15.1/D (1 mg), or a negative control vector [pRS-PR59

(5 mg) for USP15-shRNA or pcDNA3.1/nFLAG (1 mg) for all UbV expression constructs]. Transfection was performed using the cal-

cium phosphate method as described (Kit Leng Lui et al., 2017). In short, DNA was resuspended in 1.5 ml HEPES buffered saline/

calcium chloride solution. Resultant reagent mix was spread amongst 6 wells of a 12 well plate with 200 ml added to each well. After

48 hours (or 72 hours for USP15-shRNA), 100 pM TGF-b was added overnight in the presence of DMEM (0% FCS) and cells were

lysed the next day (approximately 16 hours of stimulation). Luciferase counts were measured using a Sirius Luminometer (Berthold),

and after normalizing the firefly luciferase activity to Renilla luciferase activity, an unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test was performed

to calculate the p values. Activities were measured in triplicate and assays were repeated independently at least three times.

Quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR)
HEK293T cells were transiently transfected with a pcDNA3.1/nFLAG empty vector or a vector expressing diUbV.15.1/D. After 48

hours, the cells were treated with TGF-b (2.5 ng/ml) for 3 hours, collected and washed twice in PBS, and RNA was isolated using

Simply P Total RNA extraction kit (Bioflux BSC52S1). RNA (2 mg) was reverse transcribed using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse

Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems 4368814). PCR data were captured using ABI 7900 or 7500 FAST sequence detector (Perkin

Elmer). The qRT–PCR primers used for SMAD7 were 5’-AAACAGGGGGAACGAATTATC-3’ and 5’-ACCACGCACCAGTGTGAC-3’,

and for GAPDH were 50-AACAGCGACACCCACTCCTC-30 and 50-CATACCAGGAAATGAGCTTGAC-30. GAPDH mRNA was used as

an internal normalization control and relative mRNA values between SMAD7 and GAPDH were calculated using the DDCt method

(Livak and Schmittgen, 2001).

Immunoprecipitation and In Vivo Deubiquitination Assays
For the SMURF2 deubiquitination assays, HEK293T cells were transiently co-transfected with expression plasmids containing Myc-

tagged SMURF2, HA-Ub and FLAG-tagged diUbV.15.1/D or pcDNA3.1/nFLAG empty vector at a 1:1 ratio. Cells were treated with

the proteasome inhibitor MG132 (5 mM, Sigma M7449) for 16 hours before collection, and lysed after 48 hours in ELB buffer. For the

TRIM25 deubiquitination assays, HEK293T cells were transiently co-transfected with expression plasmids containing FLAG-tagged

TRIM25, either Xpress-tagged USP15 wild-type or C269A point mutant, with or without FLAG-tagged UbVs (15.1a and 15.1/D) at a

1:1 ratio. Cells were lysed after 24 hours in RIPA buffer.

After centrifugation to remove insoluble material, an aliquot of lysate was added to sample buffer (whole cell lysate, WCL) and the

remaining lysate was incubated overnight with 5 mg of the indicated antibodies, and then added protein G Sepharose beads (Invitro-

gen) for 2 hours at 4 degrees. Immunoprecipitated and WCL samples were separated by 10% and 15% SDS-PAGE and transferred

to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Millipore). Membranes were blocked with bovine serum albumin or 5% milk. Blots were

probed with specific antibodies as indicated, incubated with HRP-linked secondary antibody, and resolved with chemiluminescence

(Pierce 32106/Thermo Fisher 34080). The following antibodies were used: anti-Ub P4D1 (sc-8017), anti-HA Y-11 (sc-805), anti-Myc

9E10 (sc-40), and anti-TbR-I V-22 (sc-398)/R-20 (sc-399) from Santa Cruz; anti-MYC (C3956), anti-b-actin (A1978), and anti-FLAG

(F7425/ F1804) from Sigma; anti-b-actin (MAB1501) from Millipore; anti-USP15 (ab56900/ab97533) from Abcam; anti-TRIM25

(12573-1-AP) from Proteintech; anti-Xpress (R910-25) from Life Technologies.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The atomic coordinates for USP15-DUSP/UbV.15.D, USP15-D1D2/UbV.15.2, USP15-D1D2/UbV.15.1a and USP15-D1D2/

UbV.15.1d complexes reported in this paper are deposited to the Protein Data Bank under PDB accession codes 6DJ9, 6CRN ,

6ML1 and 6CPM, respectively. The mass spectrometry results for the co-immunoprecipitation assays with the UbVs have been

deposited to the ProteomeXchange via the PRIDE partner repository (Vizcaı́no et al., 2014) with identifier PXD011840.
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Supplementary Figures and Tables: 

Figure S1. Related to Figure 1: Activity assays for USP15 and USP4. 

(A) Ub-AMC substrate dose response activity curves for various USP15 protein fragments fitted to the 

Michaelis-Menten equation. (B) Activity curves for a fixed concentration of USP15 protein incubated with 

2-fold serial dilutions of Ub-AMC substrate in duplicates (10-0.005 µM). Changes of AMC fluorescence 

emission at 460 nm (excitation at 360 nm) were monitored and the linear parts of the data were used to 

calculate initial velocities. (C) Ub-AMC substrate dose response activity curves for USP4 CD fitted to the 

Michaelis-Menten equation. (D) Activity curves for a fixed concentration of USP4 CD protein incubated 

with 2-fold serial dilutions of Ub-AMC substrate in duplicates (10-0.005 µM). Changes of AMC 

fluorescence emission at 460 nm (excitation at 360 nm) were monitored and the linear parts of the data 

were used to calculate initial velocities. 

Figure S2. Related to Figure 2: ELISAs for UbVs binding to USP15 and USP4 protein 

fragments 

UbV binding curves to USP15 and USP4 protein fragments were measured by ELISA. The half maximal 

effective binding concentration (EC50) was defined as the UbV concentration required to achieve half of 

the saturating binding signal. 

Figure S3. Related to Figure 2: ELISAs for UbVs binding to USP15 protein fragments 

(A,B) ELISA curves for UbVs binding to (A) USP15 FLInsert or (B) USP15 D1D2. (C) The half maximal 

effective binding concentration (EC50) was defined as the UbV concentration required to achieve half of 

the saturating binding signal. (D,E) ELISA curves for UbVs binding to (D) USP15 FLInsert, (E) USP15 D1D2 

and negative controls (GST and BSA). 

Figure S4. Related to Table 1: Inhibition of USP15 FLΔinsert activity by UbVs. 

Dose response curves for the inhibition of Ub-AMC hydrolysis by (A) USP15 FLΔinsert with UbVs selected 

for binding to the USP15 modular domains, and by (B) USP15 FLΔinsert, (C) USP15 CD and (D) USP4 CD 

with UbVs selected for binding to the USP15 catalytic domain. The IC50 values were determined as the 

concentration of UbV that reduced proteolytic activity by 50% and are show in Table 1. 



Figure S5. Related to Figure 5 and 6: Size exclusion chromatography of UbV/USP15 

complexes 

Representative gel filtration traces using HiLoadTM 16/600 SuperdexTM 75 pg (GE Healthcare) are shown at 

the top for mixtures of UbV.15.D and USP15 DUSP domain (orange) or UbV.15.2 and USP15 D1D2 (blue), 

and SDS-PAGE of the indicated peak fractions are shown at the bottom. UbV proteins were added in 

excess to enable visualization of both free UbV and UbV in complex with USP15 protein.  Elution time (ml) 

is inversely proportional to molecular weight (Mwt), which is calculated for each protein sequence using 

the ProtParam server (http://web.expasy.org/protparam/) 

Figure S6. Related to Figure 5: Comparative analysis of the DUSP/UbV.15.D complex 

structure.  

A) Superposition of a single subunit of UbV.15.D (orange) with Ub.wt (grey; PDB Id 1UBQ), where β1’ 

strand from UbV.15.D’ subunit is treated as β1 (red). B) Superposition of the strand-exchange dimers of 

UbV 15.D (green) and UbV.XRD (red; PDB Id 5OST) taking one of the UbV subunits as a reference and 

calculating the relative orientation of the other subunit. C) Sequence alignment of Ub.wt, UbV.XR.D and 

UbV.15.D, and amino acid differences relative to Ub.wt are highlighted in red. D) Front (left) and lateral 

(right) perspectives of the USP15 DUSP/UbV.15.D (top) and XIAP/UbV.XR.D (bottom) complexes. UbV 

subunits are represented as red and pink ribbons, and the DUSP and XIAP domains are represented as 

green and yellow ribbons. E) Superposition of the structures of the DUSP domains of USP15 (red) and 

USP4 (cyan; PDB entry: 5CTR). F) Superposition of the structure of the DUSP domain of USP15 (red) bound 

to UbV.15.D dimer (green) with the structure (PDB entry: 5JJW) of the DUSP domain of USP15 (orange) 

bound to the SART3 HAT domain (yellow). Superposition was performed for the DUSP domains only. The 

interface of the DUSP domain with UbV.15.D or the SART3 HAT domain is demarcated by a closed or 

dashed circle, respectively. 
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Table S1. Related to Figure 2: Oligonucleotides used for construction of Ubv Libraries 

 

Oligo  Library Sequence (*) 

4.R1.1 4 GAC AAA ATG CAG ATT TTC GTG NNK ACC NNK NNK NNK GGG AAG NNK ATC ACC CTC GAG GTT GAA CCC 

4.R1.2 4 GAC AAA ATG CAG ATT TTC GTG NNK ACC NNK NNK NNK NNK GGG AAG NNK ATC ACC CTC GAG GTT GAA CCC 

4.R1.3 4 GAC AAA ATG CAG ATT TTC GTG NNK ACC NNK NNK NNK NNK NNK GGG AAG NNK ATC ACC CTC GAG GTT GAA CCC 

4ab.R1 4a+4b GAC GAT GAC AAA ATG (6)(8)(5) ATT (8)(8)(6) GTG (5)(5)(5) (5)(6)(6) (7)(6)(8) (6)(6)(7) (7)(7)(7) (5)(5)(7) (5)(8)(6) ATC 

(5)(5)(6) CTC GAG GTT GAA CCC 

4a.R2 4a CCT CCT GAT CAG CAG (5)(5)(5) CTG (5)(6)(6) TTT (7)(6)(8) (5)(7)(6) (5)(5)(7) (5)(5)(6) CTG GAA GAT GGA CGT 

4b.R2.1 4b G CAG AGA CTG ATC TTT NNK NNK NNK NNK AAG CAG CTG GAA GAT G 

4b.R2.1 4b G CAG AGA CTG ATC TTT NNK NNK NNK NNK NNK NNK AAG CAG CTG GAA GAT G 

4b.R2.1 4b G CAG AGA CTG ATC TTT NNK NNK NNK NNK NNK NNK NNK NNK AAG CAG CTG GAA GAT G 

4.R3 4 C AAT ATT CAA AAG GAG TCT NNK CTT NNK CTT NNK NNK AGA CTT CGT NNK NNK GGC GGT GGC GGA TCC 

4ab.R3 4a+4b G TCT GAC TAC AAT ATT (6)(5)(5) (5)(5)(7) (6)(5)(6) TCT (8)(5)(8) CTT (6)(5)(8) CTT (7)(8)(6) (8)(8)(5) (5)(8)(5) (6)(8)(6) 

(6)(7)(8) (7)(7)(8) (6)(8)(8) (5)(5)(8) (8)(7)(7) GGC GGA TCC GGT GGC CTC 

(*) Numbers denote nucleotide mixtures of 70% of wt nucleotide represented by 5 = A, 6 = C, 7 = G and 8 = T and 10% of each of 

the other three nucleotides. “N” denotes an equimolar mixture of all four nucleotides. “K” denotes an equimolar mixture of G and T. 
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